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Marbella Nights
Just a short drive away to the coast you will find
Marbella. Marbella is well-known across the
globe for its popular resort Puerto Banus which
boasts a thriving nightlife scene, as well as
esteemed restaurants, beach clubs, and luxury
shopping. It is also home to a charming historic
old town with endless pebble streets, local
restaurants, shops and plenty of art and culture.
Hikers and nature lovers must also explore the
hiking trails –including the peak of the famous
La Concha mountain.

Cádiz Calling
Located around one hour west of Pueblo Nuevo you
will find Cádiz, the oldest city in western Europe,
characterized by narrow streets connecting plazas
and several landmark buildings. Cadiz is one of
Andalucía’s underrated cities, bringing with it an
almost island-like charm with its wonderful beaches
and seafood.

Málaga Weekends
From Pueblo Nuevo you can easily visit a range of
globally renowned Spanish holiday hotspots. Málaga
—officially the sunniest place in all of Spain, with
3000 hours of sun a year—is just 1 hour east of Pueblo
Nuevo. It boasts a thriving local and international art
scene, with several museums and galleries, as well as
being the birthplace of Pablo Picasso.Hidden Gems

Calle Sierra Bermeja—the main road in Pueblo
Nuevo and its surrounding streets are filled
with small shops and boutiques, as well as
restaurants, bars, banks, language schools and
even an overseas British import shop.

LIFE  IN  SPAIN

Pueblo Nuevo is known for its... 

Thriving Location
Located on the border between the Province
of Cádiz and Málaga, Pueblo Nuevo de
Guadiaro is a perfect spot to escape hectic
city life, while remaining close enough to
Spanish metropolitan hubs for day trips or
weekend stays.

Unparalleled Weather
With more than 320 sunny days a year, the
relaxing lifestyle in Andalusia is generally
outstanding.

Gibraltar Beckons
The British Overseas Territory of Gibraltar is just 25
minutes south by car. The Strait of Gibraltar lies at
the west end of the Alboran Sea and connects the
Mediterranean Sea with the Atlantic Ocean. The
most immediately recognizable characteristic of
Gibraltar is its glaring cliff sides and exceptionally
large nature reserve.

Luxury On Your Doorstep
Sotogrande is known for being one of the most
luxurious residential developments in Europe. At
2,500 hectares, it is also the largest privately owned
residential development in Andalusia. It is home to
world-class amenities, from polo and golf, to a first-
rate marina with incredible bars and restaurants
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WORKING IN PUEBLO NUEVO

XCEDE GROUP'S PUEBLO NUEVO OFFICE

COST OF LIVING 

The year-round sunny weather alfresco dining possibilities, and overall serene lifestyle make Spain a
delightful place to live and work. The quaint town of Pueblo Nuevo across from Sotogrande provides
all necessary amenities for you to perfect your work-life balance including gyms, enchanting local
bars, beach activities and more within walking distance. Here, you can expect the traditional relaxing
Spanish life. Nevertheless, nearby big cities offer everything else that Sunny Spain has to offer
including luxury shopping, weekend city breaks, and art and culture hotspots.

Located at the entrance of Pueblo Nuevo, our Spanish office is simultaneously modern and
charming, with a foosball table to kick off some steam on your breaks as well as two beaches close
by to explore on your lunch break. Having a car is recommended in Pueblo Nuevo, especially if you
are keen to explore and enjoy the variety of beaches, cities, and villages that southern Spain has to
offer.

Our Recommendations: A quick 5-minute car ride from the office you will find Playa de Sotogrande
to the southeast, or Playa de Torreguadiaro to the direct east! At the Torreguadiaro Beach you will
find several seaside bars to enjoy after work hours. Since the village is relatively small, most
restaurants, supermarkets and bars are just a stone’s throw away from the office. For dining options
there are numerous options about 5 minutes away by foot from the office including several small
bars, lounges and a tapas bar.

According to Numbeo, the average cost of living in Spain is around 18.2%  cheaper than the UK on the
whole, with cheaper rent being a major factor here.

The average rental price for a 1-bed apartment in
Pueblo Nuevo is around €500 (£430)

Groceries in southern Spain usually cost about €50
(£45) per week

The average price for a coffee is €1.30 (£1.10) and a
pint of imported or domestic beer €2.50 (£2.20)

Flying to the UK is very easy since most airline
companies offer non-stop flights to all London
Airports. There is an average of over 100 flights to
the Airport of Málaga and 40 flights to the Gibraltar
Airport. Both flights take about 3 hours and cost
around €100 - €130 (£85 - £110)

A three-course meal for two at a mid-range
restaurant will cost about €30 (£26). You can also
find more affordable meals at local restaurants or
seaside restaurants and bars



8 Global Offices with
Relocation Opportunities

Global Revenue 
of Over £100M

200 International
Employees

Long Term Career Path

Market-Leading Commission Plan

Full Relocation Support

Annual Global Incentive

1/2 Year Events

Weekly Drink Prizes

Monthly Prize Draw

Quarterly Company Events

 Flight Bookings

 All necessary work and living permits

 Long or Short-term car rental assistance

 Area tour

 Rental viewing appointments

WHY  XCEDE  GROUP?

WHAT WE WILL DO FOR YOU

JOIN A GLOBAL GROUP THAT...

WHAT WE WILL OFFER YOU

'Attracts the talent that is helping our clients shape the new global economy.'



COMMON  FAQS

Is There a Time Difference between the UK and Spain?
The time difference between the United Kingdom and Spain is +1 hour yearlong.

How Do I Get a Visa? 
The process of acquiring a Spanish work visa is relatively long and bureaucratic. There are numerous
different types of work visas, and work permit applications can take up to 8 months to process; forward
planning is key here.

Is Travelling Easy?
Being at the western end of the Costa del Sol, it is easily accessible
with many direct flights from either Málaga (1 hour away) or from
Gibraltar (15 mins away). It is also 20 minutes away to the closest
ferry to Northern Africa.

Do I Need A Car?
Having a car is highly recommended for this location especially because it will give you the flexibility to visit
several other cities nearby. The public transport in all big cities is very good, clean, punctual, and tidy. However,
in a small town like Pueblo Nuevo, there is only one bus (the M-240), which rides daily from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m. This bus covers a big section in Andalucía, going from the border of Spain with Gibraltar, in La Línea de la
Concepción, up to the northern part of Playa de Torreguadiaro.

What Beaches Are Nearby?
The Atlantic Sea is just 40 minutes away. Here you will find some of
the largest and finest beaches on the southern coast. Tarifa is full of
life in the summer and has a fantastic atmosphere in town and its
surrounding areas from day to night. The area is known for surfing
and kitesurfing all year round but it has many other activities for you
to enjoy from horse riding to paddle boarding to chill-out beach bars
with sunset views.

Do I Need Healthcare?
As an expat, you are currently entitled to high-standard free state healthcare if you are a resident in Spain and/or
employed in Spain.

How Does Tax Work?
In general terms, tax liability in Spain is determined by the concept of permanent residence, whereas citizenship
is irrelevant. This is case if you have lives for more than 183 days within a single calendar year and/or if your
primary professional activities are conducted in Spain. The general flat income tax rate for is 24%  or 19%  if you
are a citizen of an EU/EEA state.

What About Day Trips?
There are plenty. You could also try a day trip to Northern Africa to
visit the local markets (souks) and taste the local dishes. The ferry is
available from Algeciras or Tarifa and is approximately 40 euros
person + tour fees. Another day trip to consider is a visit to Caminito
del Rey, located about 1:30 hours from the office. It offers incredible
views of the Desfiladero de los Gaitanes, for those who are not afraid
of heights! 
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